
Date: 2016/03/21 

Person: foreign student from not English speaking country, who already 

graduated from NTU 

Interviewed over phone call 

 

 Have you heard of NTU Peer? 

Yes. I heard that it is a club which is supposed to help students with 

their university life. 

 Have you ever contact anyone from NTU Peer? Why?  

No, because of language issue. When I had some problems I couldn’t 

speak Chinese well yet. 

 Do you have friends from there? 

No, also because of language barrier, probably. 

 Have you ever experienced any kind of depression/loneliness during 

your study in NTU? Can you tell me a little more about it? 

I felt lonely, I couldn’t talk to my classmates (we only discussed 

homework or study), there were not many foreigners I could 

communicate with. I felt like I was always failing classes, no matter 

how hard I tried, so I was always tired and didn’t had time for 

anything, except study. 

 How it affected your everyday life? 

I always felt tired, needed a lot of sleep, but had no time. At some 

point I didn’t feel like doing anything at all, but still had to. I had 

almost no social life and that was depressing. 

 How you dealt with it? 

There was no options, either do it or do it. To be honest there was 

even not enough time to complain. 

 Who did you talk to/ask for help? 

Foreign friends in Taiwan and my family back home. 

 Which language do you prefer to discuss your issues? 

Definitely not Chinese! English or my own language are both fine.  

 What support do you think foreign students should receive? 

I would like to receive more support from teachers. Some of them 

were really helpful, but others just didn’t want to understand foreign 

students’ issues, especially in those classes where we had only 1 or 2 



foreigners. I had this problem with math or department required 

classes mostly, because I had to take them in order to graduate, there 

was no choice, unlike other classes (not required), that you could just 

drop, if you felt that it’s impossible to pass. 

 Why you didn’t go to counseling center when you felt bad? 

I’ve never heard about or met anyone who went there and received 

help. Not like there were people who went there but didn’t received 

help, it’s just none of my friends/classmates ever went there, actually. 

 Any comments/suggestions?  

The main reason why I couldn’t receive any help or support from 

classmates is language barrier. When I came here my Chinese wasn’t 

so good and their English wasn’t good either, so it was really hard to 

communicate. Also the culture barrier, I felt like there was two 

different worlds, I talked to my Taiwanese classmates, but there was 

no meaningful interaction. 

I would like to receive more help with paper work (like papers for 

graduation). All the information is in Chinese and it’s really hard to 

get every detail. English version of OIA website is missing some parts. 

When I was preparing all the documents for graduation, my classmate 

helped me a lot, because he can speak Chinese perfectly, but 

otherwise I would miss some important steps.  


